Council, bars may fight \underline{\text{license renewals}}

By JIM RIBBY
Associated Press Writer

All college bars but one would have some tough going next spring, if a University of Michigan proposal ever becomes law.

The proposed bills, if adopted, could prove costly for many college bars. The bars do not have to renew licenses if the proposal ever becomes law, and those bars that renew them may have to pay a fee that rivals the cost of running other large establishments.

The bars' owners have been meeting with campus police officers, the city attorney, and representatives of the Michigan Senate to discuss the possibility of a license.

The University of Michigan has said that it is not interested in promoting the bill, but the campus police officers have been氅ing public pressure to get the campus police officers to reconsider.


d.\text{Mary Sharp}

"This council does not intend to sit idly and watch those plans become fire traps. Unless they comply with East Lansing orddances, this council will take a hard look at renewing their liquor licenses."

Simon: \underline{tax cut can stand alone}

WASHINGTON (AP) - Treasury Secretary WALT B. HANSEN said Wednesday that the Federal government's permanent tax cuts will not provide all the tax relief Americans need and that the public must continue to work with Congress on a more permanent solution.

"It's not what the Treasury Department wants," Hansen said. "It's not what we believe Americans need."

The Treasury Department has been working with Congress on a permanent tax bill since the 1990s, but efforts have been frustrated by political gridlock.

"I don't think that's the answer," Hansen said. "We have to find a way to work together to come up with a permanent solution."
Patman ousted as banking head

Dems dump 3rd committee chairmanship

By Washington Star News


Patman became the third committee chairman to depart the committee as an unprecedented assault on the Senate Armed Services Committee.

Last week the Democratic caucus re-elected Rep. F. Edward Hebert, D-La., as chairman of the Post Office and Civil Service Committee.

Debates on Patman

Patman was defeated Wednesday by the south Memphis Democrat in an embarrassing vote. Rep. H. R. Bean, D-Wisconsin.

The vote was 186-179 for Patman. A third ballot was ordered for the chairmanship. Rep. Robert E. Goldsmith, Jr., of Virginia, dropped out after the previous vote. Rep. A. state senator, took his seat as chairman.

Ford: FBI's Congress info OK

Convoy braces insurgents, fire; supplies arrive at Neak Luong

By Washington Star News

WASHINGTON—President Ford backed up his Senate support for the FBI to retain direct access to the FBI's records in the debate on the Ford-Patman amendment. Ford backed up his position Wednesday.

Patman, the chairman of the House Banking and Currency Committee, was defeated on the amendment by a vote of 186-179. The amendment would have given the FBI direct access to the FBI's records.

The official North Vietnam radio charged Ford was "trying to pressure Congress to be lenient," the next day.

Radio also said an earlier White House statement that Ford would not press for the amendment was "false." Ford said he would press for the amendment in the next session of Congress.

The Senate defeated the amendment by a vote of 186-179. The amendment would have given the FBI direct access to the FBI's records.

Ford backed up his position Wednesday.

Ford said he would press for the amendment in the next session of Congress.
Open-heart surgeon dies in fall at home

The body of Dr. John H. Burch, Lansing's chief open-heart surgeon, was found in the floor of his one-story house on Frey Ave. near Elton, shortly after 5:30 a.m. on Wednesday. The body was found by John Wilkens, a neighbor, who said he had entered the house because he thought it was on fire. The cause of death has not been determined, but it is believed to be accidental. Burch had been a well-known figure in the medical community for many years, and was widely respected for his skill and dedication to his patients. He is survived by his wife, Joyce, and two children, John and Mary. Services will be held at the First United Methodist Church on Friday, with interment in Evergreen Cemetery. Donations in memory of Dr. Burch can be made to the American Heart Association.
State reps face big job

The East Lansing Board of Appeals, in denying all requests for exceptions to the East Lansing Housing Code regarding space requirements, is causing unnecessary hardships in their conflict with city officials.

More than 20 students are facing eviction from their residences because their sorority house does not meet housing code parking standards.

City council has tolerated an unsafe and ineffective housing code since July 1973, and the board now is refusal to grant any exception to the allowed law set by the city.

The city must face the fact that students typically use cars and need more parking spaces. East Lansing was and is built around those cars.

It is time for realistic decisions. Either the board must give in and follow the parking code, or the council must act to revise the housing code. Decisions are mandatory, before more landlords spend $200,000 for appeals they know they will lose, and more students subsequently face eviction.

This is not a cheapside game. There is not enough room in this city for both a board of appeals and a city council, each of which considers the law.
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Editorial staff

VIEWPOINT: HOUSING

City officials defend zoning plan

A planning commission and a person is needed to moderate rules, I feel a city council needs to be more involved with housing issues. There are several factors that city officials need to consider when discussing the possibility of rezoning the area. One of the most important factors is the need for additional housing in the area. The city council needs to consider the potential benefits and drawbacks of rezoning the area, and make a decision that is in the best interest of the residents. I believe that the city council should be given the power to make decisions regarding rezoning.

The city council should also be provided with the necessary resources to make informed decisions. This includes access to experts in the field of planning and development, as well as access to data on housing trends and other relevant information. The city council should also be provided with the necessary resources to make informed decisions. This includes access to experts in the field of planning and development, as well as access to data on housing trends and other relevant information.

In conclusion, I believe that the city council should be given the power to make decisions regarding rezoning the area. The city council should also be provided with the necessary resources to make informed decisions. This includes access to experts in the field of planning and development, as well as access to data on housing trends and other relevant information. The city council should also be provided with the necessary resources to make informed decisions. This includes access to experts in the field of planning and development, as well as access to data on housing trends and other relevant information.
HUNGARIAN MASTERS KEYBOARDS

By EDDIE BUDAY

H E Michigan State University master harpsichordist and organist, Janos Sebestyen performs a program of Baroque, French, Italian, and modern pieces Thursday afternoon in the Union Ballsroom at 7 p.m.

ATTENDING the recital in the Union Ballsroom Thursday afternoon at 3:30 will be students and faculty members of Michigan State University.

The recital will feature the Baroque, French, Italian, and modern pieces of the harpsichord and organ, and will be presented by the Michigan State University master harpsichordist and organist, Janos Sebestyen, who is currently a member of the Hungarian National Symphony Orchestra.

Mr. Sebestyen will perform a selection of works by composers such as Bach, Vivaldi, Scarlatti, and others.

The recital will commence at 3:30 p.m. and will continue until 4:30 p.m.

The recital will be a wonderful opportunity for students and faculty members to experience the unique sounds and techniques of the harpsichord and organ.

The Union Ballsroom is located in the center of the Michigan State University campus, and is easily accessible via the main entrance.

Admission is free and open to the public.

Please join us at the recital and enjoy the marvelous music performed by Janos Sebestyen.
New services will aid welfare seekers

By JEFFREY WEBB

Lansing News

Weekend services will aid welfare seekers

State-dependent welfare recipients are eligible for services at the Lansing Social Services building, 400 W. Morris St., through the joint operation of the Lansing Social Services Department and the Lansing Community Housing Agency.

The social services department, described the type of service which is available to welfare recipients.

Several services are available to recipients. Recipients are eligible for the double-duty car service, which is available to recipients of state-dependent welfare. Recipients are eligible for the double-duty car service, which is available to recipients of state-dependent welfare.

With unemployment to $95,000 in 1975, the Lansing Social Services Department is the only place where recipients can receive aid.
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Council eyes new parking law

East Lansing may soon get a new ordinance which would give police more authority in running with illegally parked cars.

At Tuesday's city council meeting council member Rick lifting a law which sets a limit on the number of days an unauthorized vehicle can be parked in a restricted area. The council has already approved a ordinance which would allow police to remove vehicles from the street.

The council members agreed that they would have to be more concerned about the issue of parking in the city. East Lansing has been dealing with a problem of illegal parking in the city for several years now. The council agreed that they need to find a solution to this problem before it becomes too big.

Mr. Jones, who was present at the meeting, said that the city should consider passing an ordinance which would allow police to remove vehicles from the street.

The council members agreed that they would have to be more concerned about the issue of parking in the city. East Lansing has been dealing with a problem of illegal parking in the city for several years now. The council agreed that they need to find a solution to this problem before it becomes too big.
Men's gymnastics team to host Buckeyes, Wisconsin in tri meet

By ANN WILLIAMSON

The Tigers have always been able to do anything with the dates of former gymnastics meets and through a recent survey, this seems to be no exception.

The Spartans will host Ohio State on Saturday and Friday evening at 3:30 p.m. in East Lansing. MHSCSS has defeated both teams regularly in past years, as it holds a record of 9-1 in the series. The meeting will be the final home game for Spartans and a very memorable one for the team.

The Ohio State, Michigan and Wisconsin meet each winter session and this match is no different. The Spartans, by winning over their opponents, have set a new record for the program.

The team will also be coming away with a 4-0 record. This is the first time in the school's history that the Spartans have not lost a single game.

Newly acquired first baseman Nate Ceballos will be a key player in the Tigers' lineup. He is hitting a career-high .370 and has been a steady presence in the lineup. Ceballos has been hitting consistently over .300 since mid-March and has showed signs of a breakout season.

Robert H. Lee has played a crucial role in the team's success. The coach, who is in his 10th season at Michigan State, has instilled a strong work ethic and has helped the Spartans improve their pitching. Lee has led the team to a record of 18-10 in conference play and has been named the Big Ten Coach of the Year.

The Tigers have won their last five games, including a 9-3 victory over the Spartans on Saturday. They have also swept the series against Wisconsin, winning both games by scores of 6-3 and 12-2.

The Tigers will be looking to continue their strong play when they face the Wolverine's on Sunday. The team is currently second in the Big Ten standings and is looking to make a run at the conference championship.

The Tigers have been playing well in recent games, with their offense leading the way. They are currently hitting .284 as a team and have scored 140 runs in 35 games. The team has also been strong defensively, with a fielding percentage of .959.

The Tigers are looking to make a mark in the Big Ten tournament and are one of the favorites to win the conference. They have a strong pitching staff and a solid defense, which have been key to their success.
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The Peace Corps quality improves.

The Peace Corps volunteer in the Phillipines was asked to bring up to the Peace Corps office that he was having trouble with his Peace Corps Volunteer螋 and he was given a Peace Corps Volunteer's Guide to Mexico.
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Grad veterans to fight for 9 months of benefits

By PAUL PARKER

Graduate student veterans are ready to go to war against the U.S. Congress to correct recent budget cuts that affect their benefits. But they feel it is the best to fight, even if the new graduate students do not qualify for the new benefits, but the decreases in the total number of months they can receive add to 4 months.

Official says schools deny bilingual education

WASHINGTON (AP) — In a unusual move, the government asked top school officials in 26 states Wednesday to organize in an ad campaign that is making national minority children. Parents across the nation are demanding that the federal government improve education in all schools, not just those for minority students.

Nations said each of the districts involved must be treated with dignity. They also said that the federal government should be more generous with aid.

More than 1,000 people for whom English is a second language and schools offering special language instruction to them.

More than 1,000 people for whom English is the second language and schools offering special language instruction to them.

Some schools in New York City, Chicago, Houston, Los Angeles and Philadelphia, and other cities in other states stated that the U.S. Court, in its decision in the case of a New York City.

The hearing for Art Carved's wedding rings...
An honest $110.00 savings on Marantz!

Thanks to a special purchase, the Stereo Shoppe is able to bring you yet another exceptional value. Marantz is acknowledged as one of the truly distinguished names in stereo components — and now the Stereo Shoppe brings you two of the most popular products in the Marantz line at more than 20% off the regular fair trade price! Whether you want to upgrade your present stereo system, step up to exciting four-channel sound, or build an unbeatable total Marantz system from scratch, this is your chance of the year! To avoid disappointment, drop by the Stereo Shoppe today. Supplies are limited.
The group was in East Lansing from Feb. 28 to April 2 for a "Food Assistance Campus" visit. It focused on "Food Assistance Campaign 1987," the central theme of the FPA's annual conference.

"We're trying to integrate the whole food assistance problem with the global problem," said the group's leader, the Rev. John Jordan. "We want to help people to the emergency working group at the FPA's conference this week.

Bauer explained that the campaign will be launched in October 1987 with the help of the Food Assistance Conference, a national organization.

"The challenge will be to make sure that the FPA is beginning to respond to the world situation," said Bauer. "Only a fraction of the food available in the world will be spent on people who are hungry.

"That's why the FPA's campaign is so important," said Bauer. "We want to make sure that the FPA is paying attention to the world situation.

"The group of 34 was formed by the American Farm Bureau, the American Soybean Association, the National Corn Growers Association, and the National SS.

Satellite to scan for information on world crops

Malpractice insurance

VANSERBEN AIR FORCE BASE Cd. 1971 Molecules' satellite, made of synthetic rubber and gold, will be placed in orbit around the earth. The satellite will be capable of measuring the amount of pollution in the atmosphere. The satellite will be launched in the spring of 1987.

Malpractice insurance

"VANSERBEN AIR FORCE BASE Cd. 1971 Molecules' satellite, made of synthetic rubber and gold, will be placed in orbit around the earth. The satellite will be capable of measuring the amount of pollution in the atmosphere. The satellite will be launched in the spring of 1987."

The group of 34 was formed by the American Farm Bureau, the American Soybean Association, the National Corn Growers Association, and the National SS.
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THURSDAY'S HIGHLIGHTS

TODAY'S TV PROGRAMS

THE SMALL SOCIETY

by Brigitte

HOO-BOY!

I Never Thought I'd Live to See the Day When I'd Have to Add Rockfeller to My List of Worries.

CAMPUS CLATTER

by Larry Lewis

I WILL PASS THE BEAR... I WILL PASS THE BEAR... I WILL PASS THE BEAR... I WILL PASS THE BEAR...

MY RICH AND I ARE GETTING MARRIED SO YOU CAN'T START ASKING THE QUESTIONS.

SHORT RIBS

by Frank Hill

HIS VIDEO IS OFF, BUT IT'S AUDIO... IT'S BLASTING AWAY!

MSU SHADOWS

by Gordon Carleton

THE FLINTSTONES

by Hanna-Barbera

PROFESSOR PHUMBLE

by Bill Yates

FRANK & ERNEST

by Bob Thaves

THE QUESTION BOX

Question: Is it true that Roger Moore was replaced by James Bond for his first two films because he refused to perform a sexual act? -- Gary Dumont, Ypsilanti

Answer: No, Roger Moore was replaced as James Bond by George Lazenby in the role for two films because he felt it was inappropriate. Lazenby did perform a sexual act, but it was not related to the sexual act Moore refused to perform. Moore continued to play Bond and performed a sexual act in the film "On Her Majesty's Secret Service."
BADM ECONOMY FORCES LIFESTYLE CHANGES
Jeans, concerts lose in youth's budget

By TERRY RYAN
Associated Press Writer

The nation's economic downturn is changing the way Americans live and forcing a generation of young people to reexamine their lifestyles.

In Texas, a major metropolitan area, people are making adjustments because of the bad economy. They are cutting back on entertainment expenses and making more careful purchasing decisions.

People are being forced to be more aware of their finances. This is evident in the way they shop for clothing, food, and other necessities.

For instance, people are choosing to buy jeans that are more affordable. They are also cutting back on going out and attending concerts.

One out of 10 San Francisco teenagers said they felt jobs were "very important" to their future happiness. For the first time, a majority of the girls said jobs were more important than marriage for future happiness.

There is a shift in the way people view their careers. People are realizing that having a good job is crucial to their future.

The economy is having an impact on the way people live their lives. People are becoming more aware of their financial situation and are making adjustments accordingly.

Notice
Notice to M.S.U. Supervisors
The January 23rd General Meeting of the M.S.U. Supervisors Association has been canceled.

Meeting room unavailable; another date to be announced later.

Calculators by Texas Instruments
at a real savings to you!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>SR 10</th>
<th>SR 16</th>
<th>TI 255D</th>
<th>SR 11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sale price</td>
<td>$58.95</td>
<td>$89.95</td>
<td>$149.95</td>
<td>$109.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original price</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We appreciate your business.

Sale lasts until Jan. 31, 1975

Supply Limited